Disaster Recovery as a Service

Disaster Recovery as a Service (DRaaS) from Leaseweb provides business continuity when failure occurs in primary data center. It’s an “almost-synchronous” replication system of virtual servers, used to protect applications and data from disruption caused by a disaster.

Main features and benefits:

• One stop shop solution: Our reliable VMware cloud platform is deployed in two separate data centers and fiber-connected to our trusted disaster recovery solution
• Top tier replication software from Zerto with its near zero RPO* to minimize data loss when a disaster occurs
• Seamless integration in our private cloud solution to guarantee a successful continuous replication
• Freedom of choice: You decide which virtual servers need to be replicated in the secondary data center location
• Installation and management of disaster recovery software environment by Leaseweb, including patches and updates, with a total control over the replication and orchestration process
• Automated tooling with agentless replication software: No complicated setup or maintenance schedules and no need to modify your virtual machines’ configuration

DRaaS visualized

The price per VM includes connectivity and data transfer between two sites.

Our Solution

Disaster Recovery as a Service

Contact our Sales Department sales@leaseweb.com to speak with one of our technical consultants, who can assess your IT infrastructure and determine which solution best suits your business needs.